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Birchcliff Energy (BIREF)
Strategic Montney Natural Gas

Summary and Recommendation
Five developing trends reinforce our Contrarian Buy recommendation of Canadian oil and gas
producer Birchcliff Energy (BIREF) at current stock price of US$6.70 compared to estimated
Net Present Value (NPV) of US$12 a share where the McDep Ratio would be 1.0. First, leading
global players in liquefied natural gas (LNG), with the encouragement of Canadian government
officials, are advancing projects that will require dedication of resources controlled by Birchcliff
among others. Second, natural gas price is trending up from a decade low last spring. Third,
Birchcliff’s production is expected to leap to 26 thousand barrels equivalent daily (mbd) at yearend from about 21 mbd estimated for the third quarter. Fourth, Birchcliff’s low cost operations
are sustaining a high cash margin despite low price. Fifth, the company’s financial position is
sound. Planned spending next year would be covered by cash flow.
Boom in LNG Export Plans
Three large projects to export LNG from the West Coast of Canada have been announced in
recent months to supplement two earlier projects and ahead of a prospective ExxonMobil venture.
All the projects together, fully developed, would add up to more than current total natural gas
production for all of Canada. The ultimate Asian market is many times the size of the Canadian
natural gas industry. Moreover, being geographically closer, Canada would have a transportation
advantage to Asia over competitive projects in the Middle East, Australia or the U.S. Gulf and
Atlantic Coast. Canadian government officials have been on trade missions to Asia to promote
the resource.
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The connection to Birchcliff is that LNG projects need long-term supply to justify the high
investment. Producers among the project partners have their own sources, but Asian partners
need to line up their commitments. Malaysian Petronas acquired Birchcliff competitor Progress
Energy at a 70% stock price premium announced on June 28. Look for a news milestone perhaps
in early October that the Canadian government has approved the $5.5 billion deal. Further
confirmation that Canada welcomes Asian investment is the expected approval by mid-October of
CNOOC’s $20 billion purchase of oil producer Nexen.
Birchcliff is one of a few pure-play small cap producers that might be acquired to secure supply
to feed an export plant. We reprint slides from one of those companies, Advantage, which
highlights Montney players and activity. The Montney Basin is the closest resource capable of
supplying the projects to be located at Kitimat, Prince Rupert or elsewhere on the coast of British
Columbia to liquefy natural gas and export it to Asia (see slide Natural Gas Trunklines on page
4). Birchcliff is in the heart of Montney active drilling contiguous with Advantage –Glacier, Arc
and Encana (see slide Recent M&A on page 4).
Prospective acquirers already know Birchcliff after visiting the company’s data room in a
managed sales process late last year. The prospective buyer chosen for final negotiation failed to
complete a deal when natural gas price collapsed in mid-January 2012. Now conditions are
ripening for renewed action.
Natural Gas Price Uptrend Strengthens
Futures price for natural gas to be delivered over the next six years settling at $4.34 a million btu
are widening their margin above the 40-week average, thereby reinforcing the uptrend building
over the past two months (see chart Six-Year Commodity Price Meter on page 5). The heating
value gap with oil price, though narrowing, remains wide with oil at the equivalent of $15 a
million btu. Indeed, that is the approximate price for LNG in Asia. No wonder that Asian buyers
would like to lock up some cheap North American natural gas. Whether the consumer or the
LNG operator will profit from the spread is a matter of negotiation. Asian buyers have
increasingly been participating in the transportation and liquefaction business to share those
profits. The ultimate price protection is complete integration where the buyer owns the resource
as well. Hence the strong incentive for Asian buyers to acquire Canadian natural gas at the
resource level and the surest way to do that is to acquire whole companies.
McDep analysis presumes that investors and corporate buyers look at the same valuation. NPV is
an estimate of what an acquirer might pay for a company to get its resources. From an
acquisition point of view, Birchcliff has value not fully recognized in our estimated NPV because
we limit present value to an arbitrary maximum multiple of cash flow (see table Functional Cash
Flow and Present Value on page 5). Though the timing of an acquisition can’t be assured, oil and
gas companies tend to get acquired eventually. Nonetheless, putting the acquisition potential
aside, an improving natural gas price trend is also a good sign for improving stock price for
natural gas producers.
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Birchcliff Production Undergoing a Step Advance Now
Successfully completing the expansion of its Pouce Coupee natural gas processing plant in recent
weeks, Birchcliff is completing the wells to boost its production to 26 mbd at year-end, which we
take to be the indicated rate for 2013 (see table Next Twelve Months Operating and Financial
Estimates on page 6). Second quarter results reported in August set a new volume record. The
company is meeting expectations, which lends credibility to its ongoing disclosures and
projections.
Low Cost Producer
Despite lower natural gas price in the second quarter, cash flow (Ebitda) margin held at a
profitable 58%, up slightly from the first quarter.
Financial Strength and Flexibility
Quick to recognize the implications of natural gas price weakness, Birchcliff strengthened its
balance sheet with new equity and renewed its bank credit. As a result, the company was able to
finance the completion of the plant expansion and the drilling of wells to produce more natural
gas to use the new capacity. At the same time, management was prepared to scale back spending
if natural gas price weakened further. Now at current futures prices, Birchcliff would generate
enough cash flow to cover the drilling outlays necessary to maintain production at the year-end
rate of 26 mbd. Furthermore, the plans will be ready to expand drilling if oil and gas prices rise
to expand cash flow.
A recent preferred share offering further increases flexibility because it functions as permanent
capital, which does not become due for repayment. Any further explanation becomes a bit
technical. Meanwhile, with the marketability of the first offering now established, a follow on
offering may be made on more favorable terms to Birchcliff. Such a deal could provide the
capital to accelerate drilling if desirable.
A Tough Year for Some Small Cap and Income
Year to date 2012 has been a time for the customers of oil and gas producers (the rest of the stock
market) to make some money and that is good for the future. The median of our large cap
recommendations has appreciated, but three of our small cap buys including Birchcliff are down
more than 20%. Overcoming our initial disappointment for those positions, we see “blood in the
water” for future profit. The fundamental appeal is still there, we believe, and the selling forces
appear mostly temporary. Values abound in our regular weekly tables (see Tables ISC-1 through
ISC-4 on pages 7-10).
Kurt H. Wulff, CFA
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Disclaimer: This analysis was prepared by Kurt Wulff, Manager of McDep LLC. The firm used sources
and data believed to be reliable, but makes no representation as to their accuracy or completeness. This
analysis is intended for informational purposes and is not a solicitation to buy or sell a security. Past
performance is no guarantee of future results.
McDep or its employees may take positions in stocks the firm covers for research purposes.
a subject stock shall be made within a week before or after a change in recommendation.

No trades in

Certification: I, Kurt H. Wulff, certify that the views expressed in this research analysis accurately reflect
my personal views about the subject securities and issuers. No part of my compensation was, is, or will be
directly or indirectly related to the specific recommendations or views contained in this research analysis.
Research Methodology/Ratings Description: McDep LLC is an independent research originator focused
on oil and gas stocks exclusively. The firm applies the forty years of experience of its analyst to estimate a
present value of the oil and gas resources and other businesses of covered companies. That value is
compared with a company’s stock market capitalization and debt. Stocks with low market cap and debt
relative to present value tend to outperform stocks with high market cap and debt relative to present value.
Buy recommendations are expected to deliver a total return better than 7% per year above inflation. Hold
recommendations assume the attributes of the underlying business are reflected in the current price of the
stock. Sell recommendations are expected to deliver a total return less than inflation.
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